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The Attic on 23rd Street

Dear Proper Noun ,

If you find this letter, it might already be too late. Mom has been Verb - Present Tense this Noun for

years. It has Noun - Plural hiding the walls, and a few Noun - Plural lining the ground. If you see

this Noun , you already have found the key to the golden Noun . This box was the

Noun grave. The Noun however, is gone. Search parties have been Verb - Present Tense

for years trying to find the Noun . But no one has found any trace of the thief, because it was

Pronoun . I Verb - Past Participle the Noun and hid him in this golden Noun . It was

what I was meant to do. You must Verb this letter immediately and throw its remains in the depths of

mom's Noun . You will not find me anywhere near here, because I am in a different Noun

hiding from my terrible past, or dead. I have always respected and loved you Noun , but I did what I had

to do to save dad. Dad was never dead, he was lost at sea, but never was able to drown. Take good care of

Proper Noun for me, unless she is gone too. I love you, don't get me wrong, but some things you have to

do for Pronoun . The Noun is in the Noun of 23rd street, lying in a copy of this golden

Noun , untouched. Find and Verb him to Dad for me. Remember every word, every letter of

this note to save Pronoun .

Love, your Proper Noun ,

Amelia Airheart
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